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3.  Jack and Jill  5.10c «« 
Pro: (sport) 4 QD’s, FA: KH
A difficult steep face climb using an arête. Difficulty varies depending on which side of the 
arete (.10a right side start or .10c left side start). Rap hangers.

4.  A Few Tense Moments  5.10b to 5.11-  «««
Pro: (sport) 9 QD’s, FA: KP
Start at left edge of a small roof and pull a tricky boulder-problem move to thin face climbing 
above. The final moves surmount an exciting blocky overhang. The route is moderate 5.10b 
if the right arete is utilized for the middle portion (above the third bolt). A few more “tense 
moments” can be had by eschewing the arête and climbing straight up the thin crimpy face 
(5.11-). This route is unusual for Spring Mountain in that it is easy to set up for a top-rope 
from above (without leading). Has quick-clip rappel chains.

5.  Passing Lane  5.8  ««
Pro: (sport) 8 QD’s, FA: KP
Excellent long face climb. Climb steep smooth face using arete on right, pull through an over-
hang, move slightly left and then scamper up a blunt arête and around a big block. Shares 
anchors with A Few Tense Moments and is also easy to set up for a top-rope from above, 
although you might want a directional quick-draw lower down. Quick-clip rappel chains.

6.  Mountain Ears Route  5.6  ««
Pro: (trad) medium-large nuts and cams, FA: KP
Left-facing dihedral crack system. Scramble up easy ledges, crank over a bulge (crux) and then 
cruise a ledgy face with good protection to a tunnel-like exit beneath a large chockstone. Good 
route for a beginning traditional lead climber. No fixed top anchors.

7.  Unnamed  5.12a  «««
Pro: (sport) 12 QD’s, FA: SB?
A quality stout crimpy face route with few rest points that ascends straight up a steep face on 
the left side of the 2nd prominent arête prow. Rap hangers.

8.  Welcome to Spring Mtn (direct)  5.11a  ««
Pro: (sport) 3 QD’s, FA: KH
Begins under the overhang prominent arete prow below and left of the regular route and 
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climbs past three bolts. Stick clip the first bolt.
9.  Welcome to Spring Mtn (regular)  5.8  «««

Pro: (sport) 8 QD’s, FA: KP
Face climb just past small overhang. Rap chains in place. 

10. The Diving Board  5.9  ««
Pro: (trad) up to 4 ½” cams for P2 offwidth, FA: JC
The slightly mossy crack just to the right of Welcome to Spring Mountain. P1: Climb the 
crack and face to the belay for WTSM. P2: Climb the steep off-width to the top of the cliff.

11. Spider  5.11c  «««
Pro: (sport) 8 QD’s, FA: SB
Start up a fine quality slabby face, and continue up the steep crimpy and balancy headwall 
above. Rap hangers.

12. Fish for the Future  5.8
Pro: (trad) ____ , FA: BB
Wide crack right of Spider. Rarely climbed, somewhat dirty. Shares chain anchor with Moving 
to Manhatten.

13. Moving to Manhatten  5.10b
Pro: (trad) ____, FA: JC
Somewhat narrower crack right of Fish for the Future. Pull a strenuous overhanging block 
and then undercling your way up left (sketchy feet) to chain anchors below another overhang.

14. Nurse Ratchet 5.10c  ««
Pro: (sport) 12 QD’s, FA: KP
Slab to overhanging rounded arête. Step left around corner after pulling the overhang. When 
leading avoid clipping hanger on ledge above overhang (it’s for directing rope for top-roping). 
Take a #3 friend to supplement bolts above overhang (optional). Rap chains.

15. Mirage a’ Trois  5.10a  ««
Pro: (sport) 11 QD’s, FA: KP
Climb the steep, apparently well-featured slab just past the wide dirty crack right of Nurse 
Ratchet. Most of those nice looking holds vanish into thin air on close approach. Rap hangers.

16. Face the Facts  5.9  «
Pro: (sport) 5 QD’s, FA: BB
Climbs a gentler section of the same slab as Mirage a’ Trois starting about 8’ farther right. Crux 
is getting to the first clip. Stick-clip suggested. Rap hangers.

17. Face the Crook  5.7  «
Pro: (trad) medium-large cams, FA: KP
Stem and jam the crack in the dihedral between Face the Facts and By Hook or by Crook. 
After 40’ traverse right to rap hangers.

18. By Hook or by Crook  5.10d  ««« 
Pro: (sport) 4 QD’s, FA: MH
A good route that asends a slightly overhung pumpy face. Rap hangers.

19. Unnamed  5.11d/.12a  «««
Pro: (sport) 5 QD’s, FA: SB?
A bouldery start crux powers up onto a steep face to the right of By Hook Or By Crook. Cold 
shut rap anchor.

20. Exterminailer  5.7  ««
Pro: (sport) 7 QD’s, FA: JS
A fine quality face climb on a steep slab just above a large roof 15’ right of By Hook or by 
Crook. Above the third bolt it is possible to traverse left to double cold shut anchors for “un-
named” or to anchors for By Hook Or By Crook. Exterminailer continues up and right above 


